This paper contains the first two parts of a planned series of papers on the CPLEX 2 implementation of the simplex method. Part I is introductory. It gives an elementary description of the bounded-variable simplex method as well as a rather detailed discussion of some of the numerical characteristics of the netlib test problems. These problems form the basis for the computational tests in the subsequent parts. Part II contains the main results of this paper, a description of the method used by CPLEX for constructing an initial basis.
Part I: Introduction 1 Introduction
Ten years ago, linear programming was considered a computationally mature subject. Dantzig's simplex method [3] was thought to be well understood, and there were several state-of-the-art implementations of that method and its extensions; moreover, it is probable that the majority of the mathematical-programming community did not expect substantial improvements. That expectation was incorrect. The last ten years have seen dramatic changes in computing machinery. These changes have allowed a wider variety of strategies to be implemented and much larger problems to be studied in detail. Developments have also been driven by demands from other areas of optimization, particularly integer programming, where the availability of a good linear optimizer is essential. In addition, motivated by work of Karmarkar [6] , a new class of methods, interior-point methods, has emerged as an alternative to the simplex method. Although interior-point methods are not treated in this paper, the recent computational results have been every bit as impressive as those for the simplex method ( [1] , [9] ). This paper is the first in a series of papers describing different aspects of the CPLEX implementation of the simplex method, the optimization routines for which were written by this author. Two other excellent, recent implementations of the simplex method are the OSL ( Optimization System Library) implementation [5] , written by John Forrest, and MINOS 5.3, written by Michael Saunders [11] , the latter being a significant improvement over earlier versions of MINOS.
The main purpose of the present paper, and the subject of Part II, is to describe the procedure used by CPLEX for constructing a good initial basis. Part I provides a foundation for that discussion. It includes the definition of a basis and a statement of the bounded-variable simplex method, followed by a discussion of the numerical properties of the netlib test problems. Some readers more familiar with linear programming computation may wish to skip directly to Part IL In subsequent papers in this series, other CPLEX features will be discussed, including the use of Philip Wolfe's composite simplex method in phase I, an inexpensive partial-pricing procedure, a simple bound-perturbation for dealing with stalling, vectorization and other topics.
The Definition of a Basis
A linear programming problem (LP) is an optimization problem of the form m1n1m1ze cT x s.t.
Ax= b (1) [ ~ X ~ U where c, A, b, land u are given matrices with dimensions n x 1, m x n, m x 1, n x 1 and n x 1, respectively, and xis an n x 1 vector of variables. Assume that A has full row rank. When this condition is not met, appropriate unit columns can be added. If Sa subset of columns of A, As denotes "the" m x ISi submatrix containing the columns in S. If S is an ordered set, the columns of As are taken to appear in this order. If dis a vector and S is a subset of row indices, then ds is the corresponding subvector. Again, if Sis ordered, the rows of ds are taken ordered. 
The Bounded-Variable Simplex Method Algorithm 3.1. A Single Iteration of a Simplex Algorithm for (1)
Input: A feasible basis B and the corresponding values XB of the basic variables.
Step SJ: Solve 1rT B = c13 for 1r.
Step S2: (Pricing) Compute all or part of dN = CN -A]\r7r. If dj 2' .: 0 for all j E Ni, dj :' .S O for all j E Nu and dj = 0 for all j E Njr, stop-B is optimal; otherwise, select an entering variable x Je, je E N, such that dje violates these conditions.
Step S3: Solve By = Aje.
Step S4: (Ratio Test Step S5: (Update) If dje < 0, set XB ,-XB -0y; otherwise, set XB ,- The following theorem gives all the properties of Algorithm 3.1 that are necessary to deduce it's validity, namely: that it can be applied iteratively and that its termination criteria are correct. In addition, it is noted that the sequence of objectivefunction values produced is monotone. On the other hand, finite termination is not proved, nor is that conclusion valid for the given statement of the algorithm [2] . 
Theorem

D
The Netlib Test Problems
The computational tests reported here make use of the netlib problems.
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To the knowledge of this author, the netlib set does not contain any randomly generated problems. All are at least real in the sense that they were humanly generated and represent "real attempts" at modeling.
Some general comments on netlib are probably in order. First, many of the problems in the set are there because they have caused difficulties for the simplex method. Such problems are useful for the purpose of developing robust code, but may not be the best for testing speed and choosing default parameter settings. Second, there are several classes of problems on the list. Two examples are pilot (pilot4, perold, pilotwe, pilotnov, pilotja, pilots and pilot87) and fit (fitlp, fitld, fit2p and fit2d). These classes do help illustrate how performance changes as problem size increases; however, in practice it does not make much sense to run all the problems in such a class without first doing some testing, based on smaller instances in the class. For example, the 'p' and 'd' versions from the fit class represent equivalent, dual formulations of the same problem. After having solved fitlp and fitld, it is obvious that the 'd' formulation is much easier for the simplex method. From a purely practical viewpoint, there is then little reason to consider solving the fit2p. Similarly, it is well known that the pilot problems are "poorly scaled." The solution times on all these problems can be easily improved by using a more aggressive scaling approach. 4 Three tables of netlib data are given at the end of this section (Tables I, II and III) . Table I contains problem data and Tables II and III numerical information on optimal bases, as computed by CPLEX. Blanks indicate zeros. Problems are ordered by the number of constraint nonzeros. For "pictures" of the individual netlib problems see [7] or [8] . (The technical report [7] contains significantly more data than the published version.)
In Table I One of the first considerations encountered in implementing virtually any numerical algorithm is the setting of tolerances, frequently replacements for some of the O's that occur in tests in the mathematical description. (A careful discussion of tolerance settings is beyond the scope of the present paper.) Two such tolerances for the simplex method are the feasibility and optimality tolerances, used, respectively, to determine whether basic variables satisfy their bounds and whether the vector d of reduced costs satisfies the optimality conditions given in Step S2. The default CPLEX values for the feasibility and optimality tolerances are l.0E-6 (0.000001 ); these tolerances can be independently reset to values as low as l.0E-9.
A third important tolerance is the "pivot threshold" used in computing an LUfactorization of B. The factorization algorithm used in CPLEX is based on the method of Markowitz [10] and is implemented as described in [12] . In this scheme, the elimination process is carried out using a relaxation of partial pivoting [4] called threshold pivoting. The threshold is a number 0 < a ::; 1. A pivot element is considered acceptable if it is at least a times the maximum absolute value of a nonzero in the column or row being eliminated. CPLEX takes as the default value a= 0.01; To obtain objective values for Tables II and III that were as accurate as possible, all problems were first solved using default settings and then reoptimized from that point with optimality and feasibility tolerances set to l.0E-9 and threshold o: = 0.99999. Computations were carried out on a SPARCstation 2 using IEEE floatingpoint arithmetic (implying between 15 and 17 digits of accuracy). Data are given for both the solution obtained with defaults and the solution after reoptimization with the indicated "tighter" settings. Data are also presented for both scaled and unscaled versions of the optimal bases. However, it should be noted that no problems were actually solved in unscaled form. CPLEX does not permit that.
The condition numbers [4] reported in Table II were computed in the L=-norm using an LU-factorization of the reoptimized optimal basis. The relative objective error is given by the formula J(zd -zr)/zrl, where Zd is the objective value obtained running defaults and Zr is the value after reoptimization. The "Default Settings
Objective Value" column in Table II is identical to the first 11 digits of the "Objective Value" column in Table I .
Residuals reported are maximum absolute deviations: I JAX -bl I= and I lc1 -1rr BJ I=, where X is as defined in (2), and the system 1rr B = c'fJ is taken from
Step Sl of Algorithm 2. and the expressions for ~l and ~u use the fact that all netlib problems have been formulated as minimization problems. As previously indicated, the default tolerances for the bound and reduced-cost residuals are l.0E-6. Residuals must in each case be no bigger than the corresponding tolerance for the solution to be designated as optimal. 
Constructing an Initial Basis
The simplex method requires as input a feasible basis. If no such basis is available, it is standard to begin by constructing some sort of auxiliary or "phase I" problem. This auxiliary problem is then solved, and the resulting basis (in the case of feasibility) is used as the starting basis to solve the original problem.
In this section four alternate initial bases are described. The first is the classical all "artificial" basis, essentially that presented in most texts on linear programming. The next two bases, the feasible slack and slack, can be viewed as the natural next steps in an attempt to eliminate the use of artificial variables. Indeed, they were the intermediate steps that led to the development of the initial basis that is currently used in CPLEX. That basis is described last.
Suppose that (B, N1, Nu) satisfies all the conditions for a basis, except feasibility.
The associated phase I problem is piecewise linear: 
The basis Bis obviously feasible for (4), and (1) has a feasible solution if and only if the optimal objective value of ( 4) is 0. It should be noted that the initial values of the basic variables in the slack and CPLEX bases, described below, may violate their bounds, and so dictate the need for viewing the phase I problem as piecewise linear. On the other hand, the artificial and feasible slack bases result in initial optimization problems that are ordinary LP's.
All Artificial Basis
The simplest approach to finding an initial basis is to begin with an all "artificial" basis. Let {1, ... , n},
and consider the problem 
The variables z are called artificial variables. Clearly (1) is feasible if and only if the optimum value of (6) is 0.
The artificial basis for (6) is (B,N1,Nu) where B = (n + 1, .. . ,n + m), and Ni and Nu are as given in (5). B is clearly feasible for (6).
Feasible Slack Basis
The typical LP, as specified by the user, contains some inequality constraints:
Assume that b; is an m;-vector for i = 1, 2, 3 (m = m 1 + m 2 + m 3 ). Problem (7) is converted to form (1) by adding slack variables sf = (xn+i, ... , Xn+m 1 ) and
A2x -s2 = b2
[ '.:::: X '.:::: U S1 ~ 0, S2 ~ 0 For this problem, the first step in constructing a feasible slack basis is to construct the artificial basis, noting that all slack variables will initially be in N,. Then, for i E {1, ... , m 1 } if 8; = 1, and for i E { m 1 + 1, ... , m 1 + m 2 } if 8; = -1, the artificial Xn+mi +m 2 +i variable is replaced in B by the slack Xm+i · In other words, available slacks are used so long as they are initially nonnegative.
Slack Basis
In this approach, all available slacks are used, independent of feasibility. Consider the problem mm1m1ze ~'J~f Pi (xi)
where the Pi are given by (3), using the bounds s1 2 0, s2 2 0 and z = 0 for the slacks and artificials, respectively. The initial basis is (B, Nz, Nu) where B = (n + 1, ... , n + m), and N1 and Nu are as given in (5) .
CPLEX Basis
The procedure described below is more complicated than the three described above. However, its implementation is quite simple. The essential idea is to construct a sparse, well-behaved basis, with as much freedom as possible, and as few artificials as possible. First, a preference order for the variables is constructed; this order is then used to construct the basis. As the computational results will show, using the initial basis constructed in this way can greatly reduce the number of iterations, especially for "easy problems." For harder problems, it is generally less effective.
It is perhaps natural to think that just the opposite would be true, that the starting basis should be more effective for harder problems. Indeed, precisely that consideration is the main motivation for developing so-called "crash" procedures, some of which can be remarkably effective in dealing with particular problem structures, such as those arising in multiperiod models. However, in the opinion of this author, the CPLEX initial basis is best viewed not as a crash, but simply as a default starting basis. In general, trying to guess a correct basis for a problem with unknown origins can have disastrous consequences. The goal of the CPLEX basis is not so much to try to find variables that are likely to be in any optimal basis, but to avoid the work of removing artificial variables, and avoid the effect that their restrictive bounds have on the optimization.
Assume that the given problem has the form (7) and has been converted to form ( 1) by adding slack variables. The preference order for variables is determined as follows. Define the following sets, where Ci will be "preferred" to Ci+l ( i = 1, 2, 3): C1 {n+l, ... ,n+m1+m2}, C2 {j : Xj free}, C 3 {j ::; n : exactly one of li and ui is finite}, and C4 {j: -oo < li,ui < +oo}.
Every variable falls into one of the above sets. Note that C 1 is just the set of indices of the slack variables. Slack variables are preferred to free variables because of the sparsity and numerical properties of the corresponding matrix columns. The basis B can now be constructed. After the construction is complete, the indices in N\(BUN1rUN1x) are assigned to Ni and Nu according to (5) . As previously noted, the constraint matrix is always scaled by CPLEX. The important feature of the scaling is that, after scaling, the maximum absolute value in every non-zero row and column is 1.
Step 1 
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Computational Results
All tests were run on a 40 Mhz SPARCstation 2. CPLEX is written entirely in C and was compiled using the flags '-04 -cg89 -libmil -dalign' and the bundled Sun C compiler.
The CPLEX procedure for constructing an initial basis may be summarized as follows. It begins by placing all available slack variables in the basis. The columns of the constraint matrix are then ordered based on the "distance" between the bounds. Using this ordering, a heuristic factorization routine is applied (Step 2 at the end of the last section) to find "pivot" elements covering equality rows, those rows not covered by the slacks.
The inclusion of all slacks in the initial basis is motivated by the sparsity and "numerical stability" of these columns together with the expectation that a significant fraction will be in the optimal basis. The results in Table IV show that, for the netlib problems an average of 52.9% of the slacks were used in the optimal bases. For only six of the problems, including pilots and pilot87, was the percentage under 10.
The heuristic factorization was very successful in eliminating artificial variables. An average of only 13.1 % of equality rows were covered by artificials in the initial bases. Almost none of the artificials remained in the optimal bases. One exception was 'cycle', where 130 artificial variables remained in the optimal basis, presumably due to redundancy among the equality constraints.
Each of the 90 netlib problems was solved using each of the four types of initial bases introduced in section 4: artificial (A), feasible slack (FS), slack (S) and CPLEX (C). All runs were made in batch mode on a standalone system with no other userjobs running. Default settings were used throughout in CPLEX. Only the initial basis was varied.
The timings reported are the user times returned by the 'times' library function. Totals for phase I iterations, total iterations and run times are reported at the bottom of the table. These numbers are dominated by several of the more difficult problems, and so are not as useful as one might hope. However, they do clearly indicate that the artificial basis is inferior to the CPLEX basis. As one might expect, the biggest part of this advantage comes in phase I. In addition, the improvement in total iterations is significantly greater than the improvement in run time-the CPLEX initial basis, though relatively sparse, is certainly more expensive to handle than an identity basis.
In an attempt to equalize the effect of the difficult problems, two kinds of ratios were added to Table V: ratios of the total iterations required by each of the three simpler bases divided by the iterations required by the CPLEX basis, and corresponding ratios for run times. Ratios for phase I iterations would not have been meaningful. Averages are presented at the bottom of the table. These numbers can be misleading if a sizeable number of the ratios are significantly less than 1.0. That, however, is not the case here. The CPLEX basis leads to slower solution times in 20 of 90 cases. Of those, 12 are by 10% or less and only 1 by more than 30% . The average improvement of CPLEX over the S basis is about 35%.
For problems that are difficult, the CPLEX basis is typically not a significant win. Ignoring bounds, a basis has size equal to the number of rows. Thus, a number of iterations approximating the number of rows can be interpreted as good performance: With no reasonable expectation that we can guess optimal columns in advance, it will take that many iterations just to pivot in the columns of an optimal basis.
Of the larger problems, stocfor3 is easy in the above sense. Even though the linear algebra is not cheap, the number of iterations is less than the number of rows, and the CPLEX basis is a significant improvement. On the other hand, greenbea, greenbeb, d2q06c, pilots, fit2p and pilot87 are not easy. The problem fit2d is not a good candidate for this discussion since a large number of variables must be moved to bounds, and the procedure used to select initial values for nonbasic variables was the same for each of the basis selection procedures. 
